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Lucky number 7:
BICEN 2018 stampedes states
Ethan Bachand ‘18
EE Co-Managing Editor

 In a competitive world, 
streaks are and will continue to 
be the pinnacle of a greatness. 
The concept of staying at the top 
of one’s game for an extended 
period of time has always been 
a diffi  cult challenge, and thus is 
celebrated and remembered when 
it occurs. 
 Yet a streak is measured 
in two diff erent ways: by longev-
ity and magnitude. The longer a 
streak runs, the more historic it 
becomes. The more meaningful 
and important the victories are, 
the greater recognition it receives. 
As rare as streaks are, they be-
come much scarcer when you 
measure them on both of those 
accounts. Which is why this year, 
the Trumbull High School We 
the People Team (also known as 
BICEN) cemented its streak as 
one of the greatest we have ever 
seen.
 On December 18th, 
BICEN 2018 won its seventh 
straight state championship. That 
victory tied the current streak 
with the longest in Trumbull 
High School history. Winning 5 
out of the 6 units, three of which 
received perfect scores, the team 
defeated its rivals Staples and 
Greenwich by 40 points. 
 The competition re-
volves around the study of the 
United States Constitution, fo-
cusing on everything from the 
philosophers who influenced 
the founding fathers to current 
threats to our democratic values. 
The class is divided into 6 units, 
each one with a specialized area 
of expertise. They prepare writ-
ten responses to three questions, 
with one of those awaiting them at 
States. While they may be divided 

into six diff erent groups, all units 
share the same team goal: win 
states.
 Preparation began back 
in September, when the class was 
assigned their units and began 
what is known as “the road to 
States”. For senior Mia McKinney, 
the journey was both challeng-
ing and enjoyable. “What makes 
research for this so difficult,” 
McKinney said, “is the fact that 
the judges could ask any question 
relating to our opening, leaving the 
door wide open. We had no idea 
what would be coming so we had 
to be prepared for anything and 
everything.”
 That same sentiment was 
echoed by fellow senior Lawrence 
Zhang.“The road to states was gru-
eling to say the least. From meet-
ing with unit members outside of 
school to staying up to date with 
the news is a lot to handle for a 
high schooler with a jam-packed 
schedule,” Zhang said.

 Despite how much or 
how hard the workload was, the 
team continued to push forward, 
something that did not go unno-
ticed by their teacher, Ms. Katie 
Boland. “One thing that separates 
this team from others is their col-
lective strive for perfection.  This 
class did not settle with just learn-
ing the topics and practicing after 
school.  They wanted to be perfect. 
They worked endlessly to achieve 
that goal and they accomplished 
that on December 18th.”
 After three months of 
hard work and dedication, Decem-
ber 18th fi nally came. The team 
traveled to Central Connecticut 
State University to face eight 
other teams, including their rivals 
Staples and Greenwich. 
 Even though the pressure 
was on, senior Derek Marble had 
no doubt on his mind that Trum-
bull would come home with its 
23rd state championship. “Going 
into States, I was pretty confi dent 

that Trumbull High would come 
out of the competitions as cham-
pions,” Marble said, “I knew that 
the amount of work every student 
put in  over the course of the school 
year would pay off  as soon as I wit-
nessed every unit blow the judges 
away at our last Night with the Ex-
perts. The state competition, was 
certainly nerve racking, but it was 
amazing to see the vast amount of 
constitutional knowledge and ap-
plication that our class was able to 
incorporate into their responses.”
 After winning the state 
championship, the team now ad-
vances to Nationals, where they 
will compete in Washington D.C. 
with the best from around the coun-
try. For senior Shane Carley, the 
anticipation is almost more than 
he can handle. “BICEN is easily 
the most challenging and competi-
tive class I’ve ever taken, and the 
experiences  and knowledge I’ve 
taken from it will stay with me 
the rest of my life. I’ve never been 

more excited to represent Trumbull 
than as a BICEN student heading 
to the nationals and I know we will 
be nothing but successful,” Carley 
said.
 Teammate and senior 
Laura Rosales shared the same 
idea. “If Nationals brings us even 
a fraction of the exhilaration and 
contagious competitiveness of 
States, we’ve already won,” Ro-
sales said.
 For now though, the team 
will have a well deserved month off  
before the questions come out for 
Nationals and the process begins 
again. They will get to enjoy their 
win, knowing that they relieved the 
pressure of continuing the streak. 
That current string of victories 
may eventually come to an end, 
but if BICEN 2018 is a sign for the 
future of the program, it is safe to 
say there is no end in sight. 

 
Photo Courtesy of Katie Boland
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Jessica Parillo ‘18
EE Co-Editor in Chief

Trumbull Percussion rEVOLutionizes music

 Winter break isn’t al-
ways a time for relaxation. While 
most students were sleeping in, 
the Trumbull High Percussion 
ensemble spent the last week of 
December rehearsing for over 15 
hours in preparation for their 2018 
program. This year’s show, titled 
EVOL, is a musical representation 
of the struggle between love and 
evil. Featured songs include “To 
Be Human” (Sia), “Who dat Boi” 
(Tyler the Creator), and “Love” 
(Kendrick Lamar). The music was 
arranged by writers Henry Gillard 
and Chris Whyte. 
 The ensemble will be 
kicking off the season in style 
with new System Blue Drums, 
recently purchased by the school. 
The update was very well received 
by the group, who had spent the 

past two years appealing for new 
instruments. This year’s lineup 
will also incorporate 4 marching 
tom drums, known as “flubs”, 
which will give the ensemble a 
unique sound compared to other 
groups.
 “We really appreciate 
Mr. Horton fighting to get us new 

drums for this upcoming season,” 
said Morgan Kiely (‘19). “We are 
really looking forward to repre-
senting the school this year at the 
Dayton competition.” 
  In addition to the new 
equipment, THS Percussion will 
also be welcoming some new 
technicians who have experience 

working at other high schools and 
even marching with professional 
drum corps such as Cadets 2. Un-
der the direction of Caption Head 
Austin Avery, as well as student 
Drum Captains Will Hnatuk and 
Rudy Kurup, the ensemble is gear-
ing up for an exciting season. 
 “I really enjoy winter 
percussion especially with the 
new staff. We work very hard and 
are hoping for a great outcome in 
Dayton,” said Hunter Kadish (‘19).
 Although THS Winter 
Percussion is shaping up to be 
a premiere music ensemble, the 
group seems to have trouble ac-
quiring practice space, having to 
constantly move around during 
rehearsal to accommodate other 
THS activities. Heavy instruments 
and equipment make it difficult for 
the musicians to relocate. 
 “I wish the school would 
give us more practice space,” 
Kadish continued. “It doesn’t seem 

right that we have such a talented 
group of young musicians and not 
have sufficient practice space.” 
 Even so, the group is 
looking forward to the next few 
months. “I think this year is going 
to be one of Trumbull’s best yet. 
We have talented and dedicated 
players and staff. I can’t wait to 
see the progression throughout the 
season,” said Dan Parillo (‘19). 
 The group’s first show will 
take place at Masuk High School 
on February 3rd. Before then, be 
sure to support THS Percussion at 
their parent preview show whose 
date will be announced within the 
coming weeks. After winning 8th 
place at WGI Sport of the Arts 
National Competition hosted at 
Dayton Arena this past spring, 
the ensemble is hoping to medal 
this year. With a rigorous practice 
schedule and fresh faces, this sea-
son is looking to be a rewarding 
one. 

2017 in review: the stories that shaped our year
Kathryn Wilkinson ‘20
EE Staff Writer

       The year of 2017 brought 
with it political change, interna-
tional conflict, as well as devas-
tating events in our own nation 
as a result of hurricanes and, 
unfortunately, senseless acts of 
violence. This past year was truly 
a year like no other, bringing with 
it dramatic events that shaped our 
lives politically and socially as 
each story rose as a headline. 
 In January, the year was 
kickstarted with the unforgettable 
inauguration of Donald Trump. 
On January 20th, Trump was 
sworn in as the nation’s 45th presi-
dent. His campaign in 2016 was 
marked by deep political divisions 
and sparked controversy among 
Americans. So, his inauguration 
was significant as he promised 
that his agenda was to benefit 
all Americans. President Trump 
himself even acknowledged the 
importance of his inauguration 
by stating that after that day, 
“the forgotten men and women 
of our country will be forgotten 
no longer.” This day marked the 
beginning of a new chapter in our 
nation’s political history. 
 The month continued to 
offer reform for the nation. On 
the 21st, the Women’s March on 
Washington took place and over 
half a million protesters marched 
for a variety of reasons, includ-
ing gender equality, healthcare 
reform, immigration reform, 
LGBTQ rights, racial equality, 
the natural environment, and re-
productive rights. This protest 
was held to challenge many of 
policies and views that President 
Trump expressed during his cam-
paign, several of them deemed 

offensive, particularly to women. 
This protest has become known 
to be the largest single day protest 
in all of the nation’s history. The 
slogan “Women’s rights are hu-
man rights” was a battle cry heard 
around the country.  
 With Mr. Trump as presi-
dent, the tensions with foreign 
countries, particularly North Ko-
rea, have mounted significantly 
over the course of 2017. The 
threat of nuclear war  has become 
imminent. Leader Kim Jong Un 
demonstrated his country’s ability 
to launch nuclear missiles outside 
of normal range and at the United 
States.  However, President Trump 
combatted these threats, promis-
ing North Korea would be met 
with “fire and fury like the world 
has never seen.” As tensions with 
North Korea loomed large, efforts 
were taken to suppress the grow-
ing international conflict. 
 As the year continued, 
events besides political issues 
came to the forefront of society. 
The first total solar eclipse since 
1918 fascinated Americans on 
August 21st. The path of totality 
stretched from Oregon and across 
the nation to South Carolina. The 
eclipse occured as the three celes-
tial bodies, the Earth, Moon, and 
sun, lined up perfectly. The moon 
crossed in front of the sun, which 
caused the viewers on Earth to 
see the sun go dark. This occured 
in full only in the path of totality. 
In order to view the event safely, 
special glasses had to be worn or 
the reflection had to be viewed. 
The eclipse was one of the biggest 
astronomical events of the decade, 
securing a special place in history.
 As summer wound down, 
fall approached and so did hurri-
cane season. The year’s hurricane 
season brought with it devastating 

storms that affected the lives of 
millions in the United States and 
throughout the Caribbean. These 
storms destroyed the livelihoods 
of many people, permanently 
displacing some. The three larg-
est hurricanes, Harvey, Irma, and 
Maria ravaged Texas, Florida, and 
Puerto Rico respectively. Category 
three hurricane Harvey caused 
historic flooding in Houston. This 
tropical cyclone caused about 
$200 billion in damage, displacing 
over 30,000 people and prompt-
ing over 17,000 rescues. Harvey 
was one of the most significant 
hurricanes to ever make landfall 
in the country and also ranked as 
the costliest natural disaster in the 
U.S. to date. The storm lasted from 
August 17th until it dissipated 
completely on September 3rd. 
 Hurricane Irma struck 
Florida not even two weeks after 
Harvey began. The hurricane 
affected the Florida Keys most 
heavily, becoming a category 4 
upon striking land. The hurricane 

caused 34 fatalities and cost about 
$66 billion in repairs, ranking 
unofficially as the fifth most ex-
pensive storm in history. 
 Finally, Hurricane Maria 
barreled into Puerto Rico, the most 
powerful storm to hit that area in 
the last century. The storm caused 
immense damage to the island, 
destroying much of the infrastruc-
ture and leaving thousands without 
power for months after the power 
grid went out completely. These 
hurricanes proved to be utterly 
devastating, but with help from 
surrounding communities and 
generous people from all around 
the U.S., the victims of the storms 
have been able to get back up 
on their feet through fundraising 
and donations. Former President 
Barack Obama encouraged all 
Americans to “get involved, get 
engaged, and stand up.” 
 Amidst the natural di-
sasters that came to a close in 
December, 2017 unfortunately 
saw attacks and acts of violence 

all around the world. Terrorism 
has still been prevalent in society, 
resulting in a tragic loss of life. 
The first major attack seen in 2017 
was in Manchester at an Ariana 
Grande concert on May 22nd. The 
suicide bombing was the deadli-
est terrorist attack in Britain since 
2005, killing 22 and injuring over 
500 others. On October 1st, in a 
concert at the Mandalay Bay Resort 
and Casino in Las Vegas, a lone 
gunman opened fire. He killed 59 
concert goers and injured over 500 
others. As the year came to a close, 
the nation saw another devastating 
shooting. On November 5th, a gun-
man later identified as Devin Kelly, 
entered a church in rural Texas 
and killed 26, and injuring 19. The 
victims ranged in age from 5 to 72 
years old. 
 The year of 2017 brought 
stories and events that changed 
lives forever. While some headlines 
brought devastation and hardship, 
others brought once in a lifetime 
experiences and hope to millions. 

Photo courtesy Kenneth Brandon

Photo courtesy of http://tianyihengfeng.com
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Nukes in the twenty-fi rst century
 The day is August 6, 
1945. The citizens of Japan are 
going through the motions of an 
average day. Absolutely nothing 
out of the ordinary is happening. 
It is, by all means, normal. Sud-
denly, an American bomber jet is 
seen just over the horizon. The 
aircraft slows as it reaches its des-
tination, Hiroshima. A great ball of 
light forms and is overtaken by a 
massive cloud in the shape of a 
mushroom. The earth shakes as an 
entire city is seemingly vaporized. 
The world has just witnessed the 
fi rst use of a nuclear weapon. 
 The introduction of nu-
clear technology into the military 
in the mid-1940s was revolution-
ary. The concept was completely 
incomprehensible to most people 
at the time. Whether they were 
for or against the use of these so-
called “nukes,” everyone could 
agree that the potential damage 
caused by a nuclear bomb was 
simply catastrophic. 
 After President Truman’s 
decision to deploy atomic bombs 
in Japan, there was significant 
backlash. Critics antagonized the 
president as well as the entire U.S. 
nuclear program. However, the 
man was nothing if not proud of 

the choice he made. 
 In August 1963, 18 years 
after the bombing of Hiroshima, 
Harry S. Truman  wrote a letter 
in response to a Chicago-based 
newspaper which expressed a 
positive view of his decisions as 
president. 
 “I knew what I was do-
ing when I stopped the war that 
would have killed a half a million 
youngsters on both sides if those 
bombs had not been dropped. I 
have no regrets and, under the 

same circumstances, I would do 
it again,” Truman wrote.
 It has been over 70 years 
since the United States military 
used nuclear bombs to end the 
Pacifi c Theater of World War II. 
In those 70 years, the threat of a 
nuclear attack being carried out 
by an opposing nation has been 
the source of dread in the minds 
of many all over the world. 
 Immediately following 
World War II came the Cold War. 
This was a series of strategic 

moves made by the U.S.S.R. and 
the United States to undermine 
each other in order to achieve su-
preme dominance in the world. The 
war lasted over 45 years. During 
that time, there were countless at-
tempts by each nation to strengthen 
their respective nuclear programs. 
This period is known for the ex-
treme hostility and almost childish 
trickery employed by either side. 
All the while, the possibility of 
nuclear war loomed over everyone. 
“I think the fate not only of our 

own civilization, but I think the fate 
of world and the future of the hu-
man race, is involved in preventing 
a nuclear war,” John F. Kennedy 
said in his 1960 presidential debate 
with Richard Nixon.
 Though the Cold War 
ended in 1991, the threat of nuclear 
warfare is still alive, well into the 
twenty-fi rst century. Currently, the 
main confrontation is between the 
state of North Korea under Kim 
Jong-un’s vicious regime and the 
United States under President 
Trump. 
 Up to this point, there 
has been a troubling exchange of 
insults and unoffi  cial declarations 
of war between the two leaders.
“(The United States will unleash) 
fi re, fury and frankly power, the 
likes of which this world has never 
seen before,” Trump said in August 
2017. 
  Though all of this is 
little more than rhetoric, words do 
carry signifi cance. The possibility 
of nuclear war is very real at this 
time. The events to come in the 
near future will determine the fate 
of millions of people. 
 Maybe true peace can 
be achieved between leaders and 
the hostilities are pushed aside. 
Or maybe the people of this world 
will be getting used to a sight very 
similar to that on August 6, 1945.

shared with the audience ranged 
from experiences in the school 
system and lessons already learned 
in college, to what colleges and 
later, employers, will be look-
ing for students upon graduation 
and beyond. As intimidating as 
thoughts about life that far ahead 
might be, the eight student panel-
ists were prepared to reassure any 
worries. The graduates especially 
were proof that the students in the 
audience would get through their 
stressful search for success.
 “I went through a lot of 
phases where I didn’t know what 
I wanted to do in high school...I 
ended up really committing to 
the fact that I was going to go 

into medicine...but I realized that 
wasn’t for me” Cristina Catana, 
Class of 2017, said. 
 Catana was not the only 
one who found two distinctly 
different passions in her years 
at school. Her freshman year, 
Gabriela Kwiatkowski, Class of 
2018, was completely convinced 
that her calling was to be a farmer. 
Little did she know that she would 
discover love elsewhere in Mock 
Trial where she could showcase 
her talents for acting and passion 
for the law. Kwiatkowski believes 
that choosing to participate in this 
club sophomore year was the most 
important part of her high school 
experience. 

Yet there are still others students 
who will graduate, grow into adults 
and discover untapped passions 
long into their career paths. Tom 
Tesoro reassured these students 
that it may take a little longer to 
fi nd what it is that they love to 
do, but it will happen. After go-
ing to school to become a lawyer, 
Tesoro never thought he would fi nd 
himself in the human resources 
department of a multibillion dollar 
company.
“I can tell from experience that 
some of you will know exactly 
what you want to do with your 
life...many more of you will fi nd 
your passion later in life… But still 
others of you will fi nd your passion 

has nothing to do with the career 
you’re in” Tesoro said. 
No matter what a student’s passion 
is, they can be successful in any 
fi eld they chose. The panelists at 
the forum emphasized that there 
are certain attributes to develop in a 
student’s lifetime that will aid them 
in achieving success wherever they 
end up. Tesoro explained that while 
maintaining teamwork skills and a 
well-developed ability to commu-
nicate, a student’s problem solving 
skills are critical to “any endeavor” 
that they take on. 
“The reality is, at the end of the day, 
all of you will be successful if you 
apply yourself” Tesoro said. 

President Trump have been exchanging insults on Twitter for many months. Photo courtesy CNN.com.

 For the fourth year in a 
row, the ACE Foundations Col-
lege and Career Readiness for 
Success Forum was held January 
3rd in the auditorium. The event 
featured not only returning pan-
elists such as Tom Tesoro, Vice 
President of Human Resources 
at Standard Motor Products, 
and moderator Mr. Eric August, 
but new voices including all the 
graduated and current students, 
and even the mother of a graduate 
and current student. 
 The knowledge the group 

Kate Ariano ‘18
EE Managing Editor

College and Career Forum shares new insight

 

 
Lauren Tropp, Independent Educational Consultant 

Complete college advising services including: 

● College search 
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Students schedules stacked up!

january:
 1/18-1/23 - Midterms
 1/24 - Advisory/Refl ec� on Day

june:
 6/2 - SAT Tes� ng
 6/5 - Scholarship Night
 6/6 - Athle� cs Awards Night
 6/7 - Senior Class Trip
           Athle� cs Open House
 6/8 - Senior Prom @ Aqua Turf
           Post Prom
 6/9 - ACT Tes� ng

february:
 2/10 - ACT Tes� ng
 2/13 - DECA Tes� ng
 2/16-2/17 - LL Wrestling Tournament
 2/16-2/19 - February Break
 2/21 - Advisory Day
 2/23 - Senior Showcase

march:
 3/1 - Parent/Teacher Conferences
 3/10 - SAT Tes� ng
 3/14 - Advisory Day
 3/16 - Marching Band @ St. Patrick’s Day Parade
 3/17 - Athle� cs Spring Tryouts
 PTSA ACT Prac� ce Test
 3/16-3/18 - THS Musical
 3/21 - SAT School Day
 3/22-3/25 - Penn Model Congress
 3/23 - Blood Drive
 3/23-3/24 - THS Musical
 3/27 - Truth About Hate Assembly
 3/28-3/31 - Agriscience Plant Sale
 3/30 - Good Friday (NO SCHOOL)

april:
 4/4 - PTSA ACT Scores Back Night
 4/7-4/12 - Choir Tour @ San Francisco
 4/7 - MAC Color Guard
 4/9-4/16 - April Break
 4/11-4/15 - World Guard @ Dayton
 4/14 - ACT Tes� ng
 4/18 - Advisory Day
 4/18-4/22 - Percussion @ Dayton
 4/19/4/21 - All State Music Fes� val @ Har� ord
 4/26 - Tri-M Honor Society Induc� on
 4/27-4/28 - Fairfi eld County Strings Fes� val
 4/29 - Chambers @ St. Andrew’s Church in Kent

may:
 5/2 - Band/Orchestra Spring Concert
 5/4 - Sophomore Ring Dance @ Mario� 
 5/7-5/11 - AP Exams
 5/9-5/12 - Agriscience Mother’s Day Plant Sale
 5/11 - Poetry Slam
 5/12 - Agriscience Farm Fair
 5/14-5/18 AP Exams
 5/16 - Final Advisory Day
 5/17 - Na� onal Honor Society Ceremony
 5/19 - Model UN Invita� onal
 5/24 - Choral Spring Concert
 5/29 - Agrisicence FFA Awards Ceremony
 5/30 - Awards Night for Underclass and Seniors
 5/31 - World Language Honor Society

Here’s a look at what’s to come as the second semester rapidly approaches...

 2/16-2/19 - February Break

 3/27 - Truth About Hate Assembly
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Midterms: Make them count!

Photo courtesy rimwe.com

Helpful Resources
1. Extra Help: Before midterms, teachers often 
stay after school to help students with any lingering 
problems or questions, and that fi nal step before the 
midterm exam can make a world of diff erence.

2. Quizlet/StudyBlue: If you haven’t tried either of 
these fantastic fl ashcard apps, you defi nitely should! 
They are especially great for foreign language mid-
terms, and are a faster way to memorize vocab words 
and conjugations. 

3. YouTube Videos: YouTube channels such as 
CrashCourse are great for learning a lot of informa-
tion in a short amount of time, specifi cally if you 
feel that you need help on a certain topic. Bozeman 
Science is great for science courses, and check out 
Adam Norris for a fantastic U.S. History review.

“Do your best and 
forget the rest.”

 -Mr. Jeffery Cayer

Expert tips from some experienced students...

Allison Hazen - Senior

“Midterms can be stress-
ful, which is why it’s im-
portant to get a head start 
studying so that you will 

be prepared.” 

Midterms are right around the corner, from January 18th through the 23rd.  This means getting to sleep late and leave early for a whole 
week, but also hours of studying and multiple tests.  It means getting to go out with friends, but also doing review packets.  How do you 
feel about midterms, excited for the short hours of school or dreading the long hours of studying?  Here are some tips from some midterm 

pros!

Jason Winegar ‘21
EE Staff  Writer

Midterm prep: The key to success
 
1. Manage your time.
A lot of pre-exam stress is created when one procrastinates on their studying. By managing 
and organizing the times that you will study each subject, you will never again feel unprepared 
for midterms. An easy way to do this is to write a schedule, either in a journal, or even on a 
phone. Additionally, alternating where you study can be extremely benefi cial. 

2. Create a study group.
Everything is better with friends! Turn the dreary task of studying into a more entertaining 
task by inviting some people over. Not only will this motivate you, but any questions that 
you have are likely to be answered by at least one of the people with you. Just make sure 
that the study group actually is productive and not turning into a hangout as they often do.

3. Complete all of the supplied material.
Most teachers will supply their students with supplementary worksheets or packets, so make 
sure to take advantage of this. Using this to study can be really helpful, especially if you 
complete it with enough time to ask your teachers or your peers any questions that you have. 

4. Review past tests.
Learning from your mistakes is a major lesson in life and it is never too early to put it into 
practice. This strategy will also help you to prioritize so you can focus on areas you struggled 
on. This also prepares you for the types of questions that you may see on the midterm. 

5. Space out your study time.
Everyone has been told that pacing your studying is the best way to prepare for an exam, 
but most people do not know that cramming is actually worse than not studying at all. By 
ensuring that you study suffi  ciently throughout a realistic period of time, the consequences 
of facing your procrastination at the very last moment will be non-existent.

6. Exercise.
According to Heather Lambie, a mere twenty minutes of daily cardio-vascular activity can 
boost your memory. This ensures that everything you review and study for before the midterm 
will not suddenly leave you when it comes time to actually take the exam.  

Amaya Mikolič-Berrios ‘21
EE Staff  Writer

Holly Winegar - Senior

“As long as you study for 
midterms they aren’t as 
stressful as they seem to 

be.”

Andy Spillane - Sophomore

“Midterms are like power 
outages.  They seem fine 
in the beginning.  Then 
they just get annoying the 
longer they’re around.  
But when they’re over, it’s 

the best.”

Nicholas Cioffi- Junior

“Go to as much extra 
help as possible and take 
advantage of every op-
portunity to study more. 
The more prepared you 
are, the less stressed you 
will feel on the day of the 

exam.” 
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Julia Esposito ‘18
EE Staff Writer

 If you’ve been watching 
the news lately, you may have 
heard two words come up a lot:
net neutrality. There’s been a lot 
of talk about it on the Internet and 
in school classrooms. But
what exactly is net neutrality? 
And what does it mean for us if 
we lose it?
 Net neutrality is the idea 
that internet service providers 
(ISP’s) cannot favor any specific
sites or services on the Internet. 
This means that they must give 
access to all websites equally.
Therefore, AT&T cannot just de-
cide to make your favorite blog 
run at a slower speed than
Netflix. Essentially, everything 
that is on the Internet, with net 
neutrality, is equally accessible
by any Internet user. During 
Obama’s presidency, he and the 
Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) passed regulations 
to prevent ISP’s like Comcast 
and Verizon from manipulating 
internet traffic. On December 
14th, 2017, the Federal Com-
munications Commission under 
a new chairman, Ajit Pai, held a 
vote on undoing these regulations. 

In a 3-to-
2 vote, the majority chose to repeal 
the previously upheld regulations.
Without net neutrality, ISP’s can 
make executive decisions on In-
ternet speed for certain websites. 
They can make large Internet com-
panies - such as Netflix or Google 
- pay more money if they feel 
they’re not pulling their weight so 
that their sites can run efficiently. 
This can also make it harder 
for smaller online businesses or 
blogs to be seen by Internet users. 
Smaller businesses may not be 
able to pay as much, and therefore, 
their sites may be forced to run at 
slower speeds. This essentially 
could influence what sites Internet 
users go on. If an internet service 

 The Common Core: a 
group of goals and guidelines for 
public education established by 
the government that outlines what 
has been deemed “important” 
for the success of all American 
students in college and beyond. 
The list calls for proficiency in 
english, social studies, science, 
and mathematics. Evidently, it 
has been determined that these 
subjects are important enough to 
a child’s education and success 
that they be made mandatory in 
public schools. However, today’s 
children require more than mere 
academic success to succeed 
as independent human beings, 
rather, the future requires skilled, 
thoughtful, and unique workers.  
 While academics are 
piled on students day after day, 
many students are found to be un-
derprepared for the working world 
without the creativity that is found 
alongside successful workers. The 
Common Core does not achieve 
its own goal: the academic sub-
jects it mandates for the success 
of students are not enough. This 
dilemma is due to the lack of 
widespread art education in the 
nation’s public school system. The 
arts, by fostering vital skills rang-
ing from creativity to decision 
making and even independence 
help create students who are ready 
for self-driven success. Therefore, 
art programs must be promoted in 

America’s education system and 
be made a mandatory piece of all 
high school students’ education to 
better align with Common Core 
ideals of preparing children for 
the real world. 
 Take music, for example. 
According to the United States 
Census Bureau, only around 29% 
of children from ages 6 to 17 years 
old pursue musical arts in their 
schedule. However, participation 
in a musical program has valu-
able benefits to students. Music 
is proven to enhance intelligence 
and cultivate smarter students. 
Research studies from University 
of Toronto and John Hopkins finds 
that musical training is correlated 
with an increased Intelligence 
Quotient and significantly greater 
neural activity than those without 
musical experience. This is further 
reflected in comparatively higher 
standardized test scores, with gen-
erally 22 percent higher English 
and 20 percent higher Math scores 
on standardized tests. 
 Meanwhile, the Dana 
Foundation has compiled credible 
research supporting that executive 
functions such as drawing have 
been proven to significantly im-
prove teamwork skills and reason-
ing skills - crucial qualities that 
are not constructed in the common 
classroom environment yet just 
as important for future workforce 
preparation. At the same time, stu-
dents who routinely pursued their 
art were shown to have further 
developed portions of their brain 
responsible for fine motor skills 
and procedural memory, capabili-

ties that pay off in the classroom 
yet are not deemed necessary for 
success by the Common Core. 
Without a doubt, the evident ben-
efits of a mandatory art program 
show the limitless possibilities of 
an art-incorporated curriculum, 
for art program participation has 
a direct correlation with improved 
academic performance.

 Meanwhile, beyond the 
statistical evidence highlighting 
the academic success aided by 
the arts, art helps create happier 
and healthier students, supplied 
with skills they need in the real 
world. For one thing, music has 
enlightening effects of maintain-
ing emotionally healthy students, 
as musicians are found to be less 
stressed out, less aggressive, and 
less likely to have disciplinary 
issues compared to their non-
musician counterparts. As aca-
demically and socially successful 
junior Harrison Gilberti explains, 
“being a part of choir has helped 
me make a plethora of friends! 
Choir has also helped me discover 
my love for music and participat-

provider disagrees with a site’s 
content, they can inhibit people’s 
access to it. This can also have 
a negative effect on competition 
over the Internet. Some of these 
ISP’s have their own websites. 
Therefore, they can make their 
competition’s websites run at 
a slower speed than their own, 
influencing viewers to browse 
their channels more often than 
their competitor’s. Additionally, if 
larger companies, such as Netflix 
or Google, decided that they
wanted an advantage over their 
competition, they could make a 
deal with ISP’s so that their
content will stream at quicker 
speeds than their competition.
This will not only affect what you 

ing in choir lets me use my musical 
skills during the school day.” 
 With the addition of art-
based program to his schedule, 
Harrison not only has become a 
happier student, but has discov-
ered a passion which he wishes to 
pursue as a career. Additionally ac-
complished student Danny Parillo, 
recently featured in the Macy’s 

Writing the right notes: redefining the Common Core 

The reality behind net neutrality
view, but also what you pay. Some 
experts predict that you may end 
up having to pay more for a faster 
Internet speed on certain sites. 
Jonathan Hill, the dean of the 
Seidenberg School of Computer 
Science and Information Systems 
at Pace University, says, “If you 
are a consumer, everyone is going 
to get to pay for the bronze, silver
and gold package…And if you 
don’t have the gold package, good 
luck catching up on Game of 
Thrones. It’s going to be a slower 
and more frustrating process.”
Proponents for the repeal argue 
otherwise. They believe that giving 
more freedom to ISP’s will end up 
benefiting the consumer. Ajit Pai 
believes that repealing it will pro-
mote competition and build more 
networks. ISP’s also argue that 
consumers will not see much of a
change at all with the repeal of net 
neutrality, and that charging for 
faster service may allow them to in-
vest money in better infrastructure 
giving people in rural areas better 
access to the Internet. They also 
believe that if certain larger com-
panies are straining their networks 
more, then those companies should 
have to pay more for faster speeds 
on their sites. No matter your side 
in this argument, the debate is not 

Arnav Srivastava ‘19
EE  Senior Opinions Editor
Eric Sorge ‘19
EE  Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of binnsmusic.com

over yet. Although the FCC has
voted for net neutrality’s repeal, 
there are many people and orga-
nizations already filing lawsuits 
against it. Involved in the legal 
battle against the repeal is the Inter-
net Association, which represents 
some of the biggest companies 
on the Internet. The repeal will 
also take time to go into effect, 
and Democrats in Washington 
are already calling for a bill to re-
establish it.
 Overall, the issue of net 
neutrality has become one of the 
most controversial ones in
relation to the FCC. Only time will 
tell where this issue will go from 
here, whether net neutrality will be 
re-established, or whether it will 
be gone for good and the effects of 
the repeal will eventually be seen. 
What do you think of net neutral-
ity? Should it be repealed in order 
to give more freedom to ISP’s, 
expand the network to rural areas, 
and possibly benefit the consumers,
or should it be protected in order 
to prevent unfair advantages on the 
Internet and promote innovation?

FCC Chairmain Ajit Pai presenting net neutrality policy;  photo cour-
tesy of Washington Exxaminer

Thanksgiving Day Parade, states, 
“Band has really allowed me to 
explore new passions and enhance 
my time management skills”. His 
participation in the music program 
and emersion in the arts has al-
lowed him to develop interests 
that he will carry with himself 
throughout his life. Additionally, 
the time management that music 
has helped him acquire will most 
certainly help in future endeavors 
such as college and a career.  
 Furthermore, the arts give 
students motivation to succeed as 
well as self reliance to creatively 
achieve abstract tasks. Such skills 
are often lacking in the curriculums 
of the Common Core classes, yet 
are necessary tools in today’s 

working world. As the need for ca-
pable workers rises and businesses 
evolve and seek unique new ideas, 
the nation’s current education 
system begins to fail, contributing 
to the over 6,500,000 unemployed 
working-age Americans due to 
the lack of skills required for high 
income professions. As a result, 
there is a need for the exploration 
of different worlds of thought: ones 
that can only be unlocked by break-
ing away from the academics and 
supporting the arts.   
  A s  c e r a m i c s 
teacher Mr. Youngberg states, “art 
provides a break for the kids from 
all of the classroom academics and 
it’s geared towards self direction, 
autonomy, and freedom. Students 
come here to do something that 
they love to do, and rather than 
receiving just simple grades for 
their work, students gain a sense 
of satisfaction with their success”. 
  Essentially, the arts sup-
ply students with the intrinsic 
motivation and vitals skills that 
will help them succeed beyond 
high school. Therefore, the arts, if 
made a part of the Common Core, 
will help public education prepare 
its students for the future.
 It is most definitely time 
that the Common Core takes on 
a broader approach to success: 
we must incorporate art-based 
programs into our school sched-
ule to cultivate academically and 
emotionally healthier students that 
are better geared towards making a 
positive impact in the future work-
force and an influential member of 
society.
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 If you’re a Star Wars 
geek or just a person looking for 
a decent movie to watch, this elec-
trifying yet heart touching film, 
Star Wars: The Last Jedi, is just 
the movie to get your adrenaline 
pumping.
 From exciting space 
battles to a mission to save the 
Resistance from certain doom, the 
8th episode in the Star Wars series 
features just about everything you 
could ask for in a Star Wars film. 
Star Wars: The Last Jedi starts off 
from the last scene in episode 7, 
“The Force Awakens” where Rey 
(Daisy Ridley) is shown offering 
Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill) 
his original lightsaber. In the 
meantime, The Resistance is be-
ing chased by The First Order and 
with only a small fleet, they have 
no choice but to run with The First 
Order on their tail. 
 During this cat and 
mouse chase, a daring starfighter 
pilot Poe Dameron (Oscar Isaac) 
and a rogue First Order trooper 
Finn (John Boyega), devise a 

plan to strike a major blow to the 
opposing fleet, allowing for The 
Resistance fleet to escape. On The 
First Orders side of things, we 
the audience, finally get a look at 
Supreme leader Snoke (Andy Ser-
kis), in the flesh and his troubled 
apprentice, Kylo Ren (Adam 
Driver). The “official” goal of 

And the epic story continues...

The First Order is to eliminate the 
remaining Resistance fleet. On 
the inside of the Resistance fleet 
is General Leia Organa (Carrie 
Fisher) who has to make decisions 
that can be deciding factors of 
whether the Resistance survives or 
is destroyed. Throughout the entire 
film, I was clinging to my seat with 

almost every daring move that The 
Resistance made. The suspense 
with threat of The First Order kept 
my mind racing through the very 
many possibilities of the very near 
future of the movie.  
 By the end of this ex-
hilarating film, I found myself in 
awe with the final scenes of the 

film with an epic battle that was 
overall  intriguing and thrilling. 
What’s a Star Wars movie without 
a final battle? I honestly thought 
that out of the many parts of this 
movie, the ending and the scenes 
with Rey and Luke Skywalker were 
the best pieces of all. I would like 
to point out that this movie isn’t all 
serious of course. There were some 
parts where the entire theatre had 
a couple laughs at the funny yet 
ridiculous things Luke Skywalker 
did on screen.   
 My personal and final 
thoughts about this movie is that 
it has its moments, whether they 
were funny, sad, or invigorating. 
I think that this film was just awe-
some and if you haven’t gotten the 
chance to see it yet, go as soon as 
you can. Something I’d like to add 
is if you would like to understand 
the story as a whole and want to 
piece everything together, I sug-
gest watching the original trilogy 
and the sequels. In other words, I 
suggest to go watch Episodes 1-7 
and the movie “Rogue One: A Star 
Wars Story”. By watching those 
movies, everything that didn’t 
make any sense, will start to make 
sense.    

Photo courtesy to StarWars.com
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 It’s that time of year 
again. Staying up until 2 AM 
binge-watching your favorite 
show. Not doing any homework 
or studying. Once you’ve finished 
all of your college applications, 
school just seems pointless. This 
serious condition can be com-
monly referred to as Senioritis. 

 From a complete lack 
of motivation to utter laziness, 
senioritis is every teacher’s worst 
nightmare. It means more ab-
sences, work to catch up on, and 
making up tests. So how can 
seniors avoid falling into this end-
less abyss of procrastination?
1. Know that grades still mat-
ter. Even after you get accepted 
into college and know where you 
want to go, remember that your 
college will still receive your 
second semester grades. If your 
GPA lowers drastically then some 

colleges may reduce financial aid 
and scholarships or rescind their 
offer so just keep trying!
2. Try to keep up with clubs 
and activities. It’s your last year 
of high school, and you should 
definitely stick with the things 
that brought you to where you are. 
Participate in club events and re-
ally enjoy the rest of your time in 
school. You won’t have the same 
experience in college!
3. Get organized. Even though 
it might be the last year of high 
school, it’s never too late to get 

organized and avoid becoming 
absent-minded. Keep track of 
important dates using a planner or 
your phone. Being a senior doesn’t 
excuse you of being aware of what 
matters!
4. Stay healthy. Your well-being 
is extremely important for finish-
ing out senior year and going off 
to college. Make sure to get plenty 
of rest and exercise. With all the 
extra time on your hands, getting 
enough sleep should be a priority.
5. Try to make every single day 
count! For most people, senior 

year will be the one that they never 
forget. Even though you shouldn’t 
completely stop trying, make sure 
to spend time with your friends and 
enjoy the last year that you get to 
spend with all of them. 
In the end, being a senior is all 
about finishing strong. Don’t let 
all those years of hard work go to 
waste! With less than six months 
of school left, you’re nearly there!

Homestretch for seniors
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Eagles go two for two

Ishan Negi ‘18
EE Senior Sports Editor

13th pitted the cross town rivals 
against each other. In a thrilling 
double-header, with the girls game 
followed by the boys, Trumbull 
snatched two victories to improve 
its records to 10-0 and 8-1, respec-
tively. 
 The Eagles soared to 
a 49-32 victory led by Cassi 
Barbato and Julie Keckler, with 
eight points a piece. Center Brady 
Lynch fought hard to regain pos-

session of the ball ending the game 
with eleven rebounds. 
 The boys’ 63-61 victory 
was led by Chris Brown’s twenty-
four points. Although the big lead 
that Trumbull established early in 
the game was lost, they quickly 
regained the upper hand on the 
Hog rivals thanks to the combined 
28 points produced by Timmond 
Williams and Quentar Taylor. 
 Senior Jessica Lipinski 

Senior Jessica Lipinski fending off an opponent. Photo courtesy of Trumbull Girls Basketball.

was especially proud of her team-
mates’ prowess on the court, stat-
ing that “We came out strong right 
from the beginning and played 
very unselfish. The scoring was 
even across the board. No one 
player had all of our points. Every-
one was an equal contributor to the 
game and with this win we are now 
10-0, which is a record that we are 
very proud of.”
      The girls will face Westhill  

High School in an away game 
while the boys will defend their 
home court against the Vikings on 
Friday  1/26. Come support the 
Eagles!
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 Expectations for the 
Trumbull vs. St. Joe’s basketball 
game were high, but the boys 
and girls’ teams displayed that 
they could surpass any bars set 
by the fans. The competitive en-
vironment provided by Fairfield 
University on Saturday, January 
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